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	Text8: 
	Comments: The decision of the chair is that SEISS SGPS and SEISS EHIS L1b has reached Full Validation.  This decision was supported by the  panel who uniformly supported full-validation for both SEISS SGPS and SEISS EHIS.  The material was presented concisely and clearly.The panel noted that the G16 EHIS revisit using G16 SGPS alpha data (including reprocessed Sept 2017 data) looks very good. For G17, It'd been nicer if we had experienced a stronger event to use in the comparison, but that's outside control.  The conciseness of this review seems to indicate that NCEI has a good handle on the product performance.A concern was raised that when G17 retires and before G18 assumes an operational status, there will be only data from G16.   The Program indicated this was indeed true but only for a short amount of time.The team from NCEI and SWPC have voiced a similar concern that we've heard from ABI L2+ teams:  requirements for their products were either created long before the present or don't accurately reflect the needs of the users.  Unlike ABI L2+, it is very, very difficult to do on-orbit absolute determinations, so most of the work in space weather is linking the new data to the historic data and finding the quality issues that harm the forecast processes.  Adoption of the proposed plans for future pre-launch tests is recommended.Panel Comments on Relevant ADRs.ADR 1025 is currently in fix-fail status due to a data quality flag that has been incorrectly set since ADR 1025 originally went live. This is causing the downstream SGPS L2+ algorithms, currently operational at SWPC and providing data to forecasters, to incorrectly reject these data for multiple channels. Resolution of this issue is currently scheduled for DO.11. Based on the most recently provided schedule information, DO.11 will go live no earlier than November of 2022.ADR 781 corrects deficiencies in availability of data from MPS-Hi and SPGS, e.g. when an SGPS telescope is in In Flight Calibration (IFC). In cases where a telescope’s data are corrected used a second telescope’s data, and the second telescope is in IFC, the first telescope’s data are currently assigned fill values. Instead, the first telescope’s data should be still be available (with a degraded quality flag) when the correction cannot be performed due to IFC in that second telescope. A good write-up and discussion was part of the MPS-Hi Full Validation PS-PVR. ADR 781 is currently scheduled for DO.12, and we are not aware of what the anticipated timeline will be.ADR 863 reports that MPS-Hi and SGPS data relying on one of the SGPS telescopes for corrections are entirely lost when that channel has fill values or is missing. This would impact channels that are used by SWPC for alerts and warnings that impact the operational Space Weather community. This has been discussed several times, and is not on a path to implementation at this time. In today's panel discussions, the suggested mitigation approach appears to be for SWPC to switch their Primary satellite as necessary if this issue ever materializes. This strategy implicitly assumes 1) that another satellite (i.e. G18) is operational during the impacted time window, and 2) the necessary downstream algorithms for that satellite are operational. The planned timeline for G18 PLT and operational transition was discussed. Additionally, if substantial issues in G18 on-orbit data are present that were not identified for G16 or G17, it could impact one or both of those assumptions until the necessary changes to L1b and/or the L2 downstream algorithms can be implemented.The panel recommends to not pursue ADR863.   It's unlikely that we may need any fix for SGPS being out of commission, and if so, we do have some redundancy on-orbit if there's a delay. The other ADRs (780 & 781) are being worked currently.   The reason for the delay in this review was due to a few unresolved issues in the inter-comparison which  they have now solved (E11, P1, etc.).  This emphasizes why these reviews may take a long time to take place--there are important investigations that may look at product issues that are important to the users and that may be too subtle for easy description within Program requirements.  


